The validity of plane-parallel (1D) radiative transfer theory for cloudy atmospheres is examined by directly comparing calculated and observed visible reflectances for one month of Global Area Coverage Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer satellite observations of marine stratus cloud layers off the coasts of California, Peru, and Angola. Marine stratus are an excellent testbed, as they arguably are the closest to plane-parallel found in nature. Optical depths in a 1D radiative transfer model are adjusted so that 1D model reflectances match those observed at nadir on a pixel-by-pixel basis. The 1D cloud optical depth distributions are then used in the plane-parallel model to generate reflectance distributions for different sun-earth-satellite viewing geometries. These reflectance distributions are directly compared with the observations. Separate analyses are performed for overcast and broken cloud layers as identified by the spatial coherence method.
Introduction
Common practice in the remote sensing of cloud properties and radiative flux calculations is to use the plane-parallel approximation, which assumes clouds to be one-dimensional and therefore horizontally invariant. While numerous theoretical studies over the past 20 yr have shown that 3D and 1D clouds reflect radiation very differently (e.g., Busygin 1973; McKee and Cox 1974; Wendling 1977; Davies 1978 Davies , 1984 Bréon 1992 ; Ko-VOLUME 11 J O U R N A L O F C L I M A T E servations, which are broadband and have a low spatial resolution (31 ϫ 47 km 2 at nadir). In the present study, a very similar analysis is performed using one month of Global Area Coverage (GAC) Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) (Kidwell 1994 ) measurements off the coasts of Peru, Angola, and California. The analysis is now restricted to layered marine clouds. Since these clouds tend to frequently occur in single layers, contain only water droplets, have low aspect ratios, and have relatively uniform cloud tops, they are arguably the closest to plane parallel found in nature and are therefore an excellent testbed for examining the suitability of 1D theory in analyzing satellite measurements of clouds.
The aim here is to identify sun-earth-satellite viewing conditions for which the 1D model assumption appears to be consistent with observations as well as conditions for which 1D theory leads to biases in retrieved cloud optical depth and hence cloud albedo. Note that the absolute accuracy of 1D cloud optical depth retrievals are not being evaluated here, as this would require measurements of the optical depths by independent means (e.g., measurements of column amounts of cloud liquid water and droplet radii). Rather, it is the consistency of the retrievals for different viewing geometries that is examined. Cloud optical depths inferred for different viewing geometries are compared with those obtained at nadir and high sun (used as the reference throughout this study). For viewing geometries where inconsistencies occur, quantitative estimates of the biases are provided, both in terms of cloud optical depth and cloud albedo.
In the following sections, the observations and methodology are described, and a detailed error analysis is provided. The comparisons include a direct comparison between observed and 1D model reflectances over a wide range of viewing geometries, a test of the consistency of 1D model retrievals of cloud optical depth, and the consistency of top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) albedos calculated from the cloud optical depth retrievals for the range of observed viewing angles. In order to examine whether these comparisons further depend on whether overcast or broken clouds are considered, separate comparisons are performed for observations that are overcast at the pixel scale and for observations in which the pixels are simply cloud contaminated. Scene identification is performed using the spatial coherence method of Coakley and Bretherton (1982) .
Observations
Observed reflectance R( p ; , o , ) (or equivalently, isotropic albedo) is inferred from Global Area Coverage (GAC) Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) channel 1 (0.63 m) measurements as follows: I( ; , , ) ), p ϭ cloud optical depth, ϭ cosine of observer zenith angle, o ϭ cosine of solar zenith angle, and ϭ azimuth angle relative to the solar plane ( ϭ 0Њ corresponds to forward scattering).
One month of , and -14 measurements over ocean regions off the coasts of Peru, Angola, and California are considered. The NOAA satellites fly in a sun-synchronous orbit with morning (NOAA-12) and afternoon equator crossing times. To ensure AVHRR measurements on the different NOAA satellites are well calibrated, a new in-flight calibration technique is used that takes advantage of the spatial and temporal stability of ice surfaces over Greenland and Antarctica (Loeb 1997) . Table 1 provides the number of days, the solar zenith angle range ( o ) corresponding to the nadir view, and the approximate local time of the satellite overpasses for each region. The NOAA-11 observations correspond to June 1994, and the NOAA-12 and NOAA-14 data to June 1995 (over Angola, NOAA-14 June 1995 observations were supplemented by observations for May 1995). Observations from different NOAA satellites and different geographical regions were used in order to increase the range of sun-earth-satellite viewing ge-
ometries available for comparing 1D theory with observations. Observations from California, Angola, and Peru were selected because each of these regions has a high frequency of marine stratus (Warren et al. 1988) .
GAC AVHRR data is produced from the intrinsic 1.1-km observations by averaging along-scan groups of four samples out of five and using every third scan (Kidwell 1994) . With this sampling, a nadir GAC pixel is interpreted as representing an area of ϳ(4 km) 2 . There are 409 pixels along a scan line with zenith angles ranging from 0Њ to 70Њ on each side. For the intrinsic 1.1-km observations, pixel area increases with view angle by a factor of ഠ12 from nadir to the limb (Singh and Cracknell 1986; Frulla et al. 1995) . Thus, a GAC pixel reaches a size of ϳ(14 km) 2 at the most oblique view. To ensure that this, and other factors such as regional differences and diurnal effects, do not compromise the results through sampling biases, a detailed error analysis is provided in section 4.
In this study, the observations are stratified into 10 intervals of o between 0 and 1, 7 intervals of between 0.3 and 1, and 18 intervals of of width 10Њ between 0Њ and 180Њ (symmetry about the solar plane is assumed). For the most oblique bin, only observations at view angles for which the cosine is between 0.34 and 0.4 are available. The spatial resolution of a pixel at the midpoint of this bin is ϳ(13 km) 2 .
Methodology
The approach used to compare observed and 1D reflectances closely follows that of Loeb and Davies (1996, 1997) . Optical depths ( p ) are adjusted in 1D calculations of reflectance so that the model and observed nadir reflectances match on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Distributions of p are then used in the 1D model to generate reflectance distributions for different sunearth-satellite geometries. These reflectances are directly compared with the observed reflectances. To examine the influence of broken clouds on cloud anisotropy, separate analyses are performed for pixels identified as being completely cloud filled (i.e., overcast), and pixels that are cloud contaminated but not necessarily overcast. These distinctions are determined using the spatial coherence method (Coakley and Bretherton 1982) . To ensure that cloud-free pixels are excluded from these analyses, only observations with p Ն 1 are considered. Note that p distributions for the partly cloudy pixels are inferred in the same manner as for the overcast pixels-that is, the pixels are assumed to be completely cloud filled. This assumption is also used by the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) to infer cloud optical properties from cloudcontaminated pixels (Rossow 1989) .
To ensure that the results are general, and not influenced by the choice of model assumptions, comparisons are performed using a wide range of model inputs. Three different effective radii (r e ), 6, 10, and 20 m, are used.
The standard calculations are for a cloud with a top height of 1 km embedded in a marine tropical atmosphere (Kneizys et al. 1988) . Calculations are also performed in which scattering and absorption by atmospheric gases and aerosols are ignored.
As demonstrated in section 4c, and from many studies in the literature (Minnis and Harrison 1984; Minnis et al. 1992) , diurnal effects can be substantial in regions containing stratus. To avoid biases due to diurnal effects, separate analyses are performed for the morning (NOAA-12) and afternoon satellite measurements.
a. Identification of overcast fields of view
The spatial coherence method (SCM) of Coakley and Bretherton (1982) is used for scene identification. For layered cloud systems that extend over moderately large regions Ͼ(250 km) 2 with completely clear and cloudy pixels spanning several fields of view, the method utilizes the spatial structure of the IR radiance field to distinguish between clear, completely cloud covered, and partially filled fields of view. Coakley and Bretherton (1982) showed that when infrared radiance standard deviations over localized regions are plotted against mean radiances, a characteristic pattern is observed, whereby cloud-free and overcast areas form separate, well-defined clusters or ''feet'' of arches in which low values of the standard deviation at different brightness temperatures occur. Partly cloud-filled regions show considerable scatter and higher standard deviations, with brightness temperatures falling between clear and overcast values. When a single arch-like structure is observed, the method assumes that the clouds are in a single layer and are optically thick at the wavelength of observation, 11 m.
Here, scenes are subdivided into frames of 68 scan spots by 64 scan lines representing an area of (264 km) 2 at nadir. Means and standard deviations for 2 ϫ 2 pixel arrays of GAC data are calculated within each frame (i.e., a total 34 ϫ 32 pixel arrays) to determine which elements belong to the feet of an arch and which do not. Next, pixels within subframes of 34 scan spots by 16 scan lines ϳ(90 km) 2 are examined to determine which pixels belong to a particular foot. A detailed description of this analysis is provided in Coakley and Baldwin (1984; section 3a) for slightly different frame and subframe sizes.
b. Plane-parallel model calculations
Lookup tables of cloud reflectance are generated as a function of viewing geometry using the DISORT program of Stamnes et al. (1988) , which is based on the discrete ordinates method. The lookup tables consist of cloud reflectances determined at 24 cloud optical depths (defined at 0.55 m) between 0.5 and 200, 18 view and solar zenith angles between 0Њ and 89Њ, and 19 relative VOLUME 11
azimuth angles between 0Њ and 180Њ. Forty-eight streams are used in the calculations, and a correction for earth curvature effects is included. The atmosphere is divided into four homogeneous layers consisting of a boundary layer, a cloud layer, a tropospheric layer, and a stratospheric layer. Ocean surface reflectance below the cloud layer is assumed to be Lambertian with an albedo of 7%. As mentioned earlier, two assumptions regarding cloud-top height are considered. For the standard case, a constant cloud-top height of 1 km is assumed. This altitude corresponds to the base height of the temperature inversion typically observed for stratus clouds off the coast of California (Klein and Hartmann 1993) . For a second set of calculations, scattering and absorption by gases and aerosols in the atmosphere are removed.
When present, scattering above/below the cloud layer by the atmosphere is modeled using optical properties from the LOWTRAN-7 model (Kneizys et al. 1988) . For the 0.63-m AVHRR channel, the principle influence by the atmosphere on radiation reflected upward from the cloud involves absorption by O 3 and H 2 O and attenuation due to scattering by molecules and aerosols. A maritime aerosol model with a clear-sky vertical optical depth of 0.1 (at a wavelength of 0.5 m) is assumed. Sensor weighted reflectances are calculated by integrating the sensor response function over nine monochromatic reflectance calculations within the 0.63-m band (0.5-0.8 m). To reduce computation times, the NOAA-11 sensor response function is used for all satellites. Since both transmission and cloud reflectance are reasonably constant with wavelength across the 0.63-m band, small differences in the sensor response function for the different satellites have negligible effects.
Within the cloud, the standard case takes droplet sizes to be given by a gamma distribution of water spheres with an effective radius of 10 m. This distribution is the same as that used by ISCCP (Rossow et al. 1989 ). For comparison, two modified gamma distributions (Deirmendjian 1969) with effective radii of 6 and 20 m are also used. Single scattering properties are calculated using the Mie code of Bohren and Huffman (1983) and the refractive indices of Hale and Querry (1973) .
Error analysis
Uncertainties in mean reflectance are determined from the standard error in the mean at the 95% significance level. In order to reduce uncertainties due to temporal and spatial autocorrelation between pixel measurements within an image, mean reflectances and standard deviations in each angular bin are inferred from daily means. Thus, daily mean reflectances are assumed independent.
The following describes estimates of systematic errors in the observed reflectances that may arise due to changes in pixel resolution with view angle, differences in the cloud properties for the different regions, and the diurnal variations of the cloud properties.
a. Pixel resolution
As noted in section 2, pixel resolution changes from ϳ4 km at nadir to ϳ13 km at the midpoint of the most oblique view-angle bin. Because the infrared radiance variance across 2 ϫ 2 pixel arrays decreases with decreasing pixel resolution (Coakley and Bretherton 1982; Wielicki and Welch 1986) , the SCM may be less sensitive to subpixel breaks in the cloud field at the limb than at nadir. Consequently, errors in identification of overcast pixels are expected to increase with increasing view angle. This will cause errors in reflectance associated with overcast pixels to also increase with view angle. Here, a quantitative estimate of the relative uncertainty in reflectance due to changes in pixel resolution with view angle is provided. Errors in reflectance are estimated by comparing overcast near-nadir pixel reflectances at full and degraded resolutions. Reflectances at degraded pixel resolutions are obtained by averaging over an appropriate number of neighboring nadir GAC pixels whose combined area matches the area of pixels at the off-nadir view angles. After averaging nadir pixels to obtain reflectances for a given pixel resolution, the SCM is applied, and the reflectance uncertainty is estimated from the difference between the degraded-and full-resolution (4 km) mean nadir reflectance.
Two degraded pixel resolutions are considered: (8  km) 2 , corresponding to the area at ഠ 0.57; and (11  km) 2 , corresponding to the area at ഠ 0.42. The (8-km) 2 pixels were constructed by averaging two alongtrack and two cross-track GAC nadir pixels, while the (11-km) 2 pixels were generated using four along-track and two cross-track GAC nadir pixels. For each image (or day) throughout the month, the SCM is run at 4-, 8-, and 11-km resolutions. Then, considering only pixels with Ͼ 0.9, the frequency of overcast pixels is inferred from the ratio of the number of pixels flagged as overcast to the total number of nadir pixels. The corresponding mean reflectance for the overcast pixels at each resolution is also calculated and results for the full and degraded pixel resolutions are compared directly.
Figures 1a and 1b show scatterplots of degraded-and full-resolution overcast reflectance for 8- (Fig. 1a ) and 11-km (Fig. 1b) pixels. Each point represents an average reflectance over the same scene (one scene per day) at the two resolutions. Included are all images with o Ͼ 0.4 (i.e., all NOAA-14 and the California NOAA-11A and NOAA-12D orbits). As shown, reflectances from degraded resolution pixels tend to be lower than those obtained at full resolution. This difference is more pronounced at the 11-km resolution than at 8 km. Figures  2a and 2b show the corresponding frequencies of occurrence for overcast pixels. Unlike the results for the reflectances, the frequencies of occurrence for the full
Degraded-and full-resolution overcast nadir reflectances for degraded pixel resolutions of (a) 8 km and (b) 11 km. Full-resolution pixel is 4 km (GAC). Each point represents an average reflectance over the same scene (one scene per day) at the two resolutions. Included are all images with o Ͼ 0.4 (133 cases).
and degraded resolutions do not appear to show any systematic difference, despite the large scatter at high values of the frequency of occurrence. With a perfect method of scene identification, the frequency of overcast pixels would be expected to decrease with increasing pixel area (Shenk and Salomonson 1972; Wielicki and Parker 1992; Ye and Coakley 1996; Di Girolamo and Davies 1997) , and the overcast cloud reflectance would remain constant. Since the results in Figs. 1 and 2 fail to show such trends, the SCM evidently loses sensitivity with increasing pixel resolution. Table 2 provides a summary of the mean nadir reflectance and frequency of overcast pixels as a function of pixel resolution. As noted above, the overcast pixel frequency of occurrence is relatively insensitive to pixel resolution-in all three cases, the average frequency of
Degraded-and full-resolution frequencies of occurrence (FOC) for overcast pixels at nadir for degraded pixel resolutions of (a) 8 km and (b) 11 km. Full-resolution pixel is 4 km (GAC).
overcast pixels is ഠ12%. When observations at other view angles are examined, a similar trend is observed. Figure 3 shows the frequency of overcast pixels at different for the same scenes. Error bars are given by the standard error in the mean at the 95% significance level. As is done in Fig. 3 and all subsequent figures, curves-in this case a cubic spline-are fit to the data points to illustrate the trends in the data. The frequency of overcast pixels, as shown in Fig. 3 , remains between ഠ10%-15% at all , in agreement with the nadir results.
In contrast, the mean nadir reflectances in Table 2 show a systematic decrease with increasing pixel size. At full resolution, the mean reflectance is 43.1%, compared to 41.7% at 8 km and 40.0% at 11 km. These correspond to relative differences of ഠ3% and ഠ7%, respectively, and rms differences of 4.8% and 6.5%. For the most oblique bin considered here (midpoint at ϭ 0.37), the pixel size is slightly larger (13 km). To estimate the uncertainty for this bin, reflectance uncertainties for the 8-and 11-km pixel resolutions are extrapolated to obtain a value of ഠ10% at ϭ 0.37 for a 13-km pixel. In Table 3 , a summary of the reflectance uncertainty estimates for each bin is provided. These uncertainties are accounted for (along with the standard error in the mean) in all estimates of the uncertainties.
b. Regional differences
Because clouds tend to be more broken closer to coastlines, the frequency of overcast pixels may also depend on location. Figure 4 shows the frequency of overcast pixels at different for NOAA-11, -14 (''Aft''), and NOAA-12 (''Morn'') observations in the forward (''Fwd'') and backward (''Bwd'') scattering directions. The viewing directions for the ''Aft Fwd'' and ''Morn Bwd'' cases are always away from the coastline (''AC''), while they are toward the coast (''TC'') for the Aft Bwd and Morn Fwd cases. As shown, the overcast frequency in each orbit (morning/afternoon) tends to be lower when pixels are located closer to the coast (TC), especially during the morning. Therefore, to avoid any misinterpretations of the results due to biases associated with this or any other related effect (e.g., changes in cloud thickness), conclusions reached on the basis of data collected for the afternoon orbits (i.e., NOAA-11A, -14A) will be verified by repeating the comparisons using data collected for the morning orbit (i.e., NOAA-12D).
In order to ensure that reflectance populations from the three different regions are consistent, mean reflectances from each region are compared directly. Figure  5a shows mean overcast cloud reflectances as a function of for observations from Peru and Angola at o ϭ 0.2-0.3 and ϭ 30Њ-40Њ from NOAA-11, and Fig. 5b shows results for o ϭ 0.7-0.8 and ϭ 60Њ-80Њ from NOAA-14. As shown, the mean reflectance dependence on is very similar for both low and moderate sun elevations, and relative differences are everywhere less than ഠ5% [where the relative difference between two quantities A and B is defined by (A Ϫ B)/B ϫ 100%]. Comparisons between measurements for the California and Angola (or Peru) regions are limited, however, because the angular coverage for California is quite different from that for the other two regions. The only sun-earth-satellite geometry that is common to all three regions is o ϭ 0.5-0.6 at near-nadir view angles. For that case, the mean reflectances are 41.08% for California (NOAA-11), 42.06% for Peru (NOAA-14), and 41.58% for Angola (NOAA-14). When the above comparisons were repeated using two nonparametric statistical tests-the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test and the Cramer-von Mises Test (Sprent 1989) -no differences at the 95% significance level were found between any of the reflectance populations. Thus, as far as can be discerned from the available measurements, there appear to be no systematic differences between the cloud re- flectances for the three regions. Further, since no significant differences were found between the NOAA-11 measurements for California and the NOAA-14 reflectances for Peru and Angola, the uncertainties due to errors in the calibration of NOAA-11 and NOAA-14 are likely to be small. Figure 6 shows a comparison between observed mean overcast cloud reflectances for the California region using NOAA-11 (ഠ1620 LST) and NOAA-12 (ഠ0730 LST) observations for and o ϭ 0.6-0.7 and ϭ 10Њ-30Њ. In this case, the NOAA-12 morning reflectances are significantly larger than the NOAA-11 afternoon values (at the 95% significance level). By performing separate analyses for the morning and afternoon satellites, uncertainties due to strong diurnal variations are avoided. The only remaining potential uncertainty due to diurnal effects arises from differences between observations at ഠ1300 LST (NOAA-14) and ഠ1700 LST (NOAA-11). Using observations from stratus layers near San Nicolas Island, just off the coast of California, during the First International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) Research Experiment (FIRE), Minnis et al. (1992, Fig. 5 ) found large decreases in cloud optical depths during the morning hours but much smaller decreases during the afternoon hours. Similarly, using measurements of stratus over the eastern Pacific Ocean (at 21.4ЊS, 86.3ЊW), Minnis and Harrison (1984) found fairly similar cloud amounts and cloud-top temperatures between 1300 and 1700 LST (see their Fig. 8 ). These results, together with those in section 4.2 between NOAA-11 (California) and NOAA-14 (Peru and Angola)
c. Diurnal variations
Mean nadir cloud optical depths and o from NOAA-11 and -14 for overcast pixels (''ovc'') and for all cloud-contaminated pixels (''ovc ϩ pcl''). Fig. 7 for the ovc case.
FIG. 8. Cloud optical depth distributions associated with the nadir means in
at nadir, suggest that diurnal effects are likely quite small between 1300 and 1700 LST. Loeb and Davies (1996) showed that for the general cloud scene, p values inferred from nadir observations suffer from a solar zenith angle dependent bias. In general, cloud optical depths were shown to increase with solar zenith angle for solar zenith angles տ63Њ, and at all solar zenith angles when only the thickest (brightest) 10% of the population was considered. Here, the dependence on solar zenith angle is examined using only near-nadir ( Ͼ 0.9) pixels from the afternoon satellites. Figure 7 shows average p (͗ p ͘) as a function of o when only overcast pixels are considered ''ovc,'' and when all cloud-contaminated pixels are considered ''ovc ϩ pcl.'' Retrievals for the ovc ϩ pcl cases mimic those that would be obtained by ISCCP. A strong systematic increase in ͗ p ͘ with decreasing o occurs, both for the ovc and ovc ϩ pcl cases. While the increase is most pronounced at o Ͻ 0.3, it is also noticeable at higher sun elevations. Figure 8 shows the p distributions corresponding to the ovc case. At o ϭ 0.9-1.0, the distribution is quite narrow and peaks at p ഠ 8. In contrast, p distributions for the next two o bins are broader and peak at p ഠ 10. For o Ͻ 0.3, frequency distributions shift toward even larger values with peaks between 13 and 25, and have much longer tails.
Results

a. Cloud optical depth dependence on solar zenith angle
The systematic increase in cloud optical depth with solar zenith angle is quite remarkable given that it occurs even in overcast marine stratus layers, which, in principle, should follow plane-parallel radiative transfer theory. A general discussion on possible physical reasons for this systematic increase and its implications is deferred to section 6.
b. Observed versus 1D reflectance as a function of view angle
To reduce the influence of spuriously high values of p , normalization of the 1D calculations at nadir is re-
Observed and calculated mean reflectances and for o ϭ 0.6-0.7 at relative azimuth (a) ϭ 10Њ-30Њ; (b) ϭ 60Њ-80Њ; and (c) ϭ 120Њ-140Њ, for NOAA-11 and NOAA-14. Results are shown for overcast pixels (ovc) and for cloud-contaminated pixels (ovc ϩ pcl). stricted to o Ͼ 0.6. Each p value inferred in this range is used to generate 1D reflectances at all combinations of o , , and . Figure 9 shows observed and calculated mean reflectances for o ϭ 0.6-0.7 in the forward ( ϭ 10Њ-30Њ), side ( ϭ 60Њ-80Њ), and backward ( ϭ 120Њ-140Њ) scattering directions deduced from NOAA-11 and NOAA-14 observations. One-dimensional reflectances were derived for r e ϭ 10 m and a cloud-top height of 1 km. Error bars account for the standard error in the mean at the 95% significance level plus the relative uncertainty due to pixel area expansion with view angle (Table 3 ). In the backscattering direction (Fig. 9c) , observed and 1D reflectances are in excellent agreement at all for the overcast pixel case. In contrast, 1D reflectances increase much more rapidly with decreasing than the observed reflectances in the forward-and side-scattering directions, as illustrated in Figs. 9a and  9b . Consequently, the 1D model overestimates observed reflectances by as much as ഠ20% (relative difference) at oblique view angles-roughly four times the difference in the backscattering direction. The results are similar for all cloud-contaminated pixels (ovc ϩ pcl). Note that the decrease in observed reflectance relative to 1D values in the backscattering direction for the ''Obs(ovc ϩ pcl)'' case ( Fig. 9c) is likely due to a decrease in cloud fraction closer to the coastline.
Interestingly, both the observations and calculations show an increase in anisotropy when all cloud-contaminated pixels are considered (i.e., the ovc ϩ pcl case). The factors responsible for this increase, however, are not the same for the observations and calculations. For the observations, holes or breaks in the cloud field have a larger relative influence in reducing reflectances at nadir than at the limb. At the limb, the greater path length through the clouds and scattering by cloud sides (e.g., Minnis 1989) compensate somewhat for the decrease in reflectance due to the holes. For the 1D calculations, pixels are assumed overcast even when there are subpixel breaks in the cloud field. Consequently, cloud optical depths are made to be much smaller than the actual cloud optical depths when pixels contain broken cloud. Because less multiple scattering occurs in optically thin clouds, the reflectance is more sensitive to the cloud-scattering phase function, which is highly anisotropic. Remarkably, the reflectance anisotropy for the ovc ϩ pcl case is similar for the observations and calculations at this resolution. Consequently, 1D errors caused by the assumption that the pixels are overcast when they contain broken clouds are reduced.
To ensure that results in Fig. 9 also hold for the morning satellite, comparisons are also performed using overcast observations from NOAA-12. Figure 10a shows results for o ϭ 0.5-0.6 and ϭ 10Њ-30Њ, and Fig. 10b shows results for o ϭ 0.4-0.5 and ϭ 150Њ-170Њ. Again, the 1D model overestimates observed reflectances in the forward scattering direction and provides a similar dependence to that observed in the backscattering direction. Since similar results are obtained both for the afternoon and morning satellites, any possible biases due to changes in cloud cover toward/away from the coastline (section 4b) can thus be discounted as a possible cause for the observed 1D theory differences. range of 1D model assumptions. The optical depths used in these calculations were derived from the observations at nadir in the same manner as those used to generate the reflectances shown in Fig. 9 . Apart from the case in which no atmospheric effects are included [''r e ϭ 10 m (No Atm)''], relative differences in 1D reflectance due to drastic changes in cloud microphysics are Շ2%. The reason for the slight increase in reflectance with r e in the forward-scattering direction is because the fraction of the incident beam that is scattered into the forward direction and contributes to the reflectance increases with r e . Also apparent from Fig. 11 is the large sensitivity to ozone absorption and molecular and aerosol scattering in the forward scattering direction. To examine whether changes in the cloud-free atmosphere can cause calculated reflectances to more closely resemble observed values in the forward-scattering direction, simulations were also performed using different concentrations of O 3 and aerosol. When aerosol optical depth is increased by a factor of 3, and the LOWTRAN-7 tropical ozone profile is replaced by the subarctic winter profile (resulting in a 30% relative increase in ozone optical depth), the decrease in reflectance is only ഠ6% (relative decrease), not sufficient to match observed values. Figure 12 shows differences in reflectance (observed minus calculated) for overcast pixels from the afternoon satellites as a function of and o for the available bins. The 1D calculations in this comparison correspond to the ''r e ϭ 10 m'' case with a 1-km cloud-top height. Solid lines represent linear fits to all available reflectance differences at o Ͼ 0.5 (only a subset of the symbols were plotted for clarity). For o Ͼ 0.5, reflectance differences in the backscattering direction (Fig. 12b) are much smaller in magnitude than those in the forward direction (Fig. 12a) . From Fig. 12b, 1D reflectances are within ഠ5% (ഠ10% relative difference) of observed values. Small relative differences (Շ5% relative difference) were also observed in the backscattering direction for the morning NOAA-12 California observations at o ϭ 0.4-0.5 (not shown). The slight decrease in reflectance at small in Fig. 12b is likely due to uncertainties in scene identification, as was discussed in section 4a. In contrast, differences in the forward-scattering direction are much larger and show a much stronger dependence. For o Ͼ 0.5, differences systematically decrease from ഠ0% at nadir (where the calculations are normalized) to ഠϪ10% (ഠ20% relative difference) at ϭ 0.3-0.4. At lower sun elevations, this dependence is even more pronounced; the 1D model underestimates observed reflectances at nadir by more than 5% (ഠ15% relative difference) but overestimates reflectances at most oblique view angles by ഠ10%-15% (ഠ15%-20% relative difference). In the backscattering direction at low sun elevations, the differences are relatively insensitive to . A similar result was obtained by Loeb and Davies (1997) .
c. Cloud optical depth view angle dependence
1) OVERCAST PIXELS The discussion thus far has concerned possible biases in reflectance estimates based on 1D theory. Here, these VOLUME 11
12. Differences in reflectance (observed minus calculated) and and o for available bins in (a) the forward-( ϭ 0Њ-90Њ) and (b) backward-( ϭ 90Њ-180Њ) scattering directions for NOAA-11 and -14 overcast pixels. The 1D calculations correspond to the ''r e ϭ 10 m'' case with a 1-km cloud-top height. Solid lines represent linear fits to all available reflectance differences at o Ͼ 0.5 (only a subset of the symbols are plotted for clarity).
biases are examined in terms of visible wavelength optical depths that are commonly used to characterize cloud properties in both climate models and satellite retrievals. Figure 13 shows mean cloud optical depths (͗ p ͘) inferred from separate analyses of the NOAA-12 and NOAA-11 and -14 satellite measurements. In the backscattering direction (Figs. 13b and 13d) , cloud optical depths show very little sensitivity to -differences in ͗ p ͘ at different are well within the range of uncertainty. This lack of sensitivity is even found for o ϭ 0.1-0.2 in Fig. 13b , where ͗ p ͘ at all are strongly influenced by the solar zenith angle bias (section 5.1). Cloud optical depths are also relatively insensitive to at zenith sun (Fig. 13c, solid triangles) . As noted earlier, consistent ͗ p ͘ in different viewing configurations does not necessarily mean that retrievals are accurate in an absolute sense. Absolute accuracy would have to be determined from an independent means (e.g., measurements of droplet sizes, column amounts of water, etc.).
In the forward-scattering direction, a strong systematic decrease in ͗ p ͘ with decreasing is obtained at moderate-and low-sun elevations (Figs. 13a and 13c ). For example, at o ϭ 0.6-0.7 ͗ p ͘ decreases from ഠ14 at nadir to ഠ8 at ϭ 0.3-0.4. While ͗ p ͘ increases with decreasing o at nadir, Fig. 13c shows that the opposite trend occurs at ϭ 0.3-0.4. Consequently, the decrease in ͗ p ͘ with decreasing becomes even more pronounced at lower sun elevations.
Note that because of the nonlinear relationship between reflectance and cloud optical depth, the range in ͗ p ͘ at ϭ 0.3-0.4 in the forward-scattering direction is much smaller than at nadir. Since reflectance varies roughly linearly with cloud optical depth for thinner clouds and shows a much more gradual (nonlinear) change for thicker clouds, smaller changes in p are required to match the observed reflectances at limb views in the forward scattering direction, on average, than at nadir views, where p may need to be increased well into the nonlinear part of the reflectance-optical depth curve to match the observed reflectances (cf. Loeb and Davies 1996) . Figure 14 shows the relative frequency distributions of p corresponding to the o ϭ 0.6-0.7 case in Figs. 13c and 13d. In the forward-scattering direction (Fig.  14a) , there is a systematic shift in the peak of the distribution toward lower p as decreases. At the same time, the overall distribution becomes much narrower, implying that standard deviations also decrease with view angle. In contrast, the p distributions in the backscattering direction (Fig. 14b) show very little change with . The peak remains fixed at p ഠ 7, and the width of the distribution stays fairly constant.
The dependence of cloud optical depth on view angle in the forward-scattering direction is also very sensitive to whether the clouds are optically thin or thick. In Fig.  15 , average cloud optical depths for three percentile intervals of p are provided for o ϭ 0.6-0.7 in the forward and backward-scattering directions. Shown are results for thin clouds (''0%-33%''-p lying below the 33rd percentile), moderate clouds (''33%-66%''-p lying between the 33rd and 66th percentiles) and thick clouds (''66%-99%''-p lying between the 66th and 99th percentiles). As clouds become optically thicker, the tendency for cloud optical depth to decrease with decreasing in the forward direction becomes more pronounced. In the backscattering direction, a slight decrease in p with decreasing is observed for thin and moderately thick clouds, but this decrease is much smaller than in the forward direction and is not apparent for the thickest clouds (66%-99%). Figure 16 shows similar results for o ϭ 0.9-1.0 and o ϭ 0.2-0.3 in the forward-scattering direction only (sample sizes in the backscattering direction were too small to stratify by optical depth ranges). At zenith sun (Fig. 16a) , virtually no dependence in cloud optical depth is detected for any of the thickness classes. At low sun (Fig. 16b) , a very strong view angle dependence is observed, especially for the thickest clouds. Figure 17 shows the dependence of ͗ p ͘ for all cloudcontaminated pixels (i.e., partly cloudy and overcast pixels), under the (erroneous) assumption that all pixels are completely cloud covered. This approach mimics the type of approach used by ISCCP. Only the morning and afternoon retrievals in the forward direction are shown, since results in the backscattering direction are qualitatively very similar to those in Fig. 13 . The results in Fig. 17 indicate that when all cloud-contaminated pixels are considered, ͗ p ͘ values at nadir are lower than those for the overcast pixels alone (Fig. 13) by a factor of ഠ2. As a result, the overall view angle bias in average reflectance is similar to that for the thinnest 33% of the overcast cloud population shown in Figs. 15 and 16 (for the afternoon orbits) . Thus, while ͗ p ͘ for the overcast case at moderate sun elevations decreases from ഠ14 at nadir to ഠ8 at the limb (ഠ42% relative decrease), the drop is much smaller for the general (overcast ϩ broken) cloud case, decreasing from ഠ6 at nadir to ഠ4.5 at the limb (ഠ25% relative decrease). Figure 18 shows mean TOA visible albedo derived from optical depths for the forward-, side-, and backscattering directions when only overcast pixels are considered. In the forward-scattering direction, a rather dramatic decrease in TOA albedo from ഠ50% at nadir to ഠ40% at ϭ 0.35 (i.e., a relative decrease of ഠ20%) is obtained. This decrease is associated with the ഠ42% relative decrease in ͗ p ͘ mentioned in section 5c1. In the backscattering direction, cloud albedo remains fairly constant (to within ഠ5%) and does not show any systematic dependence.
2) OVERCAST AND PARTLY CLOUDY PIXELS
d. Albedo view angle dependence
It was noted in section 5c2 that when all cloud-contaminated pixels are assumed overcast, the magnitude of the ͗ p ͘ bias is much smaller than when only overcast pixels are considered (ഠ25% compared to 42%). However, owing to the nonlinear dependence of albedo on cloud optical depth, the relative decrease in TOA albedo between nadir and ϭ 0.35 for these two cases is comparable. For the overcast case, the relative decrease in TOA albedo is ഠ20%, compared to ഠ15% when all cloud-contaminated pixels are considered. Thus, while the ͗ p ͘ dependence on is smaller for thinner (or broken) clouds-making it more difficult to detect-the error in TOA albedo remains sizable. Since ISCCP cloud optical depth retrievals are also based on the as- sumption that all cloud-contaminated pixels are overcast, cloud albedos inferred from ISCCP likely suffer from similar biases.
Discussion
Results in the present study are in qualitative agreement with other studies. As mentioned earlier, Loeb and Davies (1996) also found a substantial increase in cloud optical depth with solar zenith angle. In another study, Loeb and Davies (1997) showed that 1D reflectances increase more rapidly with view angle than the observed reflectances in the forward-scattering direction at lowsun elevations but show a similar dependence in the backward direction. Note that these studies involved measurements from many different cloud types (all noncirrus clouds over the tropical oceans between 30ЊN and 30ЊS) and were inferred from ERBE scanner observa-
15. Average cloud optical depths for optically thin, moderate, and thick clouds and for o ϭ 0.6-0.7 in the forward-and backward-scattering directions. Each point is an average value over a specific percentile interval range (or cloud thickness class): 0%-33% (thin), 33%-66% (moderate), or 66%-99% (thick). The averages were derived from the relative frequency distributions in Fig tions which are broadband and have a low spatial resolution (ഠ31 ϫ 47 km 2 at nadir). The remarkable similarities between observed-1D model biases inferred from the Loeb and Davies studies and the present study-in spite of the very different instruments used and cloud types considered-demonstrates that these biases are extremely persistent. That is, they are observed regardless of spectral and spatial resolution (at least above 4 km) and cloud type (except perhaps cirrus). Stuhlmann et al. (1985) compared cloud anisotropic functions (i.e., ratio of Lambertian flux to actual flux) inferred from low-level overcast cloud models developed by Taylor and Stowe (1983) from Nimbus-7 ERB scanner measurements with plane-parallel calculations for a single cloud optical depth of 20 and cloud-top height of 3 km. The largest differences in the anisotropy of reflected radiation occurred in the forward-scattering direction with 1D reflectances exceeding observed values. Differences also increased with view and solar zenith angle. On the other hand, Rossow (1989) did not find any significant biases. That study compared p retrievals obtained using collocated, simultaneous measurements of cloudy and clear scenes from GOES-5 (East) and Meteosat-2 (see Fig. 5 of that study). Unfortunately, those comparisons were not stratified by relative azimuth angle, solar zenith angle, or cloud optical depth and included a considerable number of land scenes as well as oceanic scenes (this alone caused a noticeable sampling bias in the visible radiances). Consequently, the resulting variances in the cloud optical depth differences masked any differences that might have been due to 1D model biases.
More recently, Oreopoulos and Davies (1998) used 3 months of NOAA-11 Local Area Coverage (LAC) AVHRR observations over the Atlantic Ocean to investigate whether the ''plane-parallel albedo bias'' of Cahalan et al. (1994) estimated from satellite measurements depends on viewing geometry. The average variance in the logarithm of p , which determines the magnitude of the plane-parallel albedo bias, was shown to decrease substantially with increasing view angle in the forward-scattering direction but showed no systematic dependence in the backward direction. These results are consistent with the narrowing in the p frequency distribution with increasing view angle in the forward direction (and thus a decrease in the variance of p ) and the small change in the backward direction shown in Fig. 14. Oreopoulos and Davies (1998) also obtained substantially larger variances in the logarithm of p at low-sun elevations consistent with results in Fig. 8 .
Of all the clouds, marine stratus are expected to be closest to satisfying the plane-parallel model assumption, given their relatively low aspect ratios and high spatial uniformity. That they fail to comply with planeparallel theory is quite remarkable. Loeb et al. (1997) showed theoretically, however, that even reflectances from overcast clouds can deviate from 1D theory. They performed Monte Carlo simulations to directly compare the nadir reflectance dependence on solar zenith angle from 3D and 1D cloud fields for a range of cloud fields. In general, they found that the two most important factors responsible for deviations from 1D theory are cloud-side illumination (for broken cloud fields), and cloud-top structure (i.e., nonflat cloud tops).
To examine how 3D cloud effects influence the reflectance dependence on view angle in overcast conditions, Fig. 19 shows results from Monte Carlo simulations comparing 3D and 1D reflectances from overcast cloud fields with single scattering albedos ( o ) of 1 and 0.9, respectively. These simulations were generated using the Monte Carlo model of . In that model, cloud fields are represented by a stochastic, isotropic, and scale-invariant formulation based on Barker and Davies (1992) . The 3D cloud field used to produce the results in Fig. 19 is overcast over a ( 4.4-km) 2 domain and has a variable cloud-top height (with a height standard deviation of ഠ90 m), a constant visible extinction coefficient of 30 km Ϫ1 throughout, and a domain average vertical cloud optical depth of 10. The 1D calculations are performed using p ϭ 10. Results are
provided for o ϭ 65Њ at different viewing angles in the forward-( ϭ 30Њ-60Њ) and backward-( ϭ 120Њ-150Њ) scattering directions. The largest differences between 1D and 3D reflectances occur in the forwardscattering direction at oblique view angles, consistent with the observations. While a more detailed analysis is deferred to Loeb et al. (1998, manuscript submitted to J. Atmos. Sci.) (who also consider the effect of subpixel scale variations in cloud extinction), these results support the hypothesis that horizontal inhomogeneities (bumps on the cloud top) may be responsible for the differences between observations and plane-parallel model calculations. Interestingly, when absorption is included, Fig. 19b shows that the differences between 3D and 1D reflectances become even larger. Thus, 1D retrievals of effective radius from absorbing channels (e.g., 3.7 m) may also suffer from a view angle dependent bias. In this case, r e would likely increase with view angle in the forward scattering direction. Preliminary analyses involving 1 month of NOAA-11 AVHRR observations over the Pacific Ocean (20Њ-40ЊS) appear to support this hypothesis (F. L. Chang 1996, personal communication). Consequently, parameterizations and retrievals of cloud liquid water path inferred from visible, 3.7-and 11-m measurements may also suffer from substantial systematic biases.
Summary and conclusions
The plane-parallel model assumption, which assumes clouds to be one-dimensional and therefore horizontally invariant, leads to substantial errors when used to infer cloud optical depth from actual satellite measurements. Direct comparisons between observed reflectancesdrawn from extensive marine stratus layers-and planeparallel model calculations show that 1D theory fails to adequately represent the angular dependence in observed reflectance under certain conditions. Consequently, when 1D models are used to infer cloud properties directly from satellite observations, the retrieved properties exhibit large systematic shifts with changes in viewing geometry. This result is quite remarkable given that it is based on observations of marine stratusarguably, the closest to plane-parallel in nature.
When inferred on a pixel-by-pixel basis, nadir-derived cloud optical depths show a systematic increase with increasing solar zenith angle, both for overcast and broken marine stratus layers. This finding is consistent with results from an earlier study (Loeb and Davies 1996) which first detected this bias for the general cloud scene using coarse-resolution broadband satellite measurements (ERBE scanner data). When 1D reflectances are directly compared with observations at different view angles, relative differences are generally small (Շ10% relative difference) in the backscattering direction for solar zenith angles Շ60Њ. In contrast, 1D model reflectances increase much more rapidly with view angle than the observations in the forward-scattering direction. Relative differences at oblique view angles in the forward-scattering direction are ഠ2-3 times larger than those in the backscattering direction. At solar zenith angles տ60Њ, differences in the forward-scattering direction are even larger: the 1D model underestimates observed reflectances at nadir by 20%-30% and overestimates reflectances at the most oblique view angles by 15%-20%.
Observed reflectances are generally more anisotropic when all cloud-contaminated pixels (i.e., both broken and overcast) are included than when only overcast pixels are considered. Interestingly, 1D calculations which assume that all pixels (including partly cloudy pixels) are completely cloud covered also show an increase in anisotropy but for a different reason. For partly cloudy pixels, 1D clouds have lower optical depths (due to the assumption that pixels are overcast), and therefore reflectances are more sensitive to the cloud-scattering phase function, which is highly anisotropic. Consequently, 1D errors caused by the assumption that partly cloudy pixels completely fill the sensor field-of-view are reduced.
One-dimensional retrievals of cloud optical depth are fairly insensitive to changes in view angle in the backscattering direction. Both the mean cloud optical depths and the underlying optical depth frequency distributions show no appreciable change with view angle in the backscattering direction. In the forward-scattering direction, mean cloud optical depths decrease by as much as ഠ40% between nadir and oblique view angles. Cloud optical depth frequency distributions in the forwardscattering direction show a steady shift toward lower optical depths with increasing view angle and a narrowing in the width of the distribution. For thinner clouds, and for broken clouds in which the pixels are assumed to be completely overcast, absolute differences in p between nadir and limb views are smaller because reflectance varies approximately linearly with cloud optical depth. Thus, in the case of broken marine stratocumulus, the common practice of assuming that pixels are overcast (as is done for ISCCP) when they are not mitigates to some extent the bias thereby confounding its detection. Nevertheless, when distributions of p are used to generate mean TOA albedos, a significant dependence on viewing geometry is observed, regardless of whether clouds are broken or overcast. In the forward direction, mean TOA albedos decrease by as much as 15%-20% (relative decrease) between nadir and the most oblique viewing angle. In the backscattering direction, variations in albedo are Շ5% (relative difference).
The results presented here demonstrate that the common practice of using plane-parallel theory to retrieve cloud properties, even for clouds that are arguably plane-parallel in appearance, is flawed and leads to significant biases in retrieved cloud products. Since the biases tend to be less pronounced in the backscattering direction at solar zenith angles Շ60Њ, it is recommended VOLUME 11 J O U R N A L O F C L I M A T E that application of 1D theory be restricted to those angles.
Based on Monte Carlo simulations presented here, and in earlier studies, 3D cloud effects are the likely cause for the discrepancies between observed radiances and radiances calculated on the basis of 1D theory. In particular, cloud-top structure (e.g., bumps on cloud tops), which can cause enhanced reflectivities at nadir views (Loeb et al. 1997 ) and cloud shadowing in the forward direction (Wendling 1977; Davies 1984; Barker 1994; Loeb et al. 1998 , manuscript submitted to J. Atmos. Sci.) , may have substantial effects even for marine stratus. Clearly further research is needed.
